Sequence alignment of citrate synthase proteins using a multiple sequence alignment algorithm and multiple scoring matrices.
The alignment of Escherichia coli citrate synthase to pig heart citrate synthase and the multiple alignment of the known sequences of the citrate synthase family of enzymes have been performed using six different amino acid similarity scoring matrices and a large range of gap penalty ratios for insertions and deletions of amino acids. The alignment studies have been performed as the first step in a project aimed at homology modelling E. coli citrate synthase (a hexamer) from pig heart citrate synthase (a dimer) in a molecular modelling approach to the study of multi-subunit enzymes. The effects of several important variables in producing realistic alignments have been investigated. The difference between multiple alignment of the family of enzymes versus simple pairwise alignment of the pig heart and E. coli proteins was explored. The effects of initial separate multiple alignments of the most highly related or most homologous species of the family of enzymes upon a subsequent pairwise alignment between species was evaluated. The value of 'fingerprinting' certain residues to bias the alignment in favour of matching those residues, as well as the worth of the computerized approach compared to an intuitive alignment technique, were assessed.